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A word from
Michael Young
A decade is a long time in Sheung Wan.
I’m talking about a time before the
Cappuccino was invented and the only
place to get a beer was from the sweet old
lady perched on a doorstep under a beach
umbrella on the opposite corner, where we’d
sit on the curb to meet our design buddies.
But, after all that time, we are just the same
guys, probably looking a little weary... but
older, wiser, and holding on tight.
So, welcome to this first issue - a porthole (or
possibly a pothole) for us to share our news,
experiences and discoveries with the creative
community.
In this, as with all future editions,
there’s a little case study feature,
some news from the team, and
some eye candy from our archive.
Thanks to all our friends that
have contributed to the growing
culture of Hong Kong design, you
know who you are.
With much love, welcome to
volume 1.
Michael.

The Jougor Partnership
In summer 2015, the studio was
invited to visit a stainless steel factory
in Dongguan, South China. This was
a point in time where Jougor did not
exist.

Part One.
A Recent Case Study

The factory owners and founders of
Jougor had a wealth of experience in
producing stainless steel components
for Fortune 500 companies across
various industries. These were
components relying on precision,
quality, and an absolutely flawless
mirror finish.
But expansion was ahead, and after
detailed research into domestic and
international markets an opportunity

was identified: by harnessing the
technical expertise, and intrinsic
qualities of stainless steel, the studio
was approached to assist in the
establishment of a sanitary ware
faucet brand.

Jougor is a brand that our studio
helped build from the ground up. We
were engaged to design the complete
corporate visual identity, and the
product design itself.
The logo, the website, the name cards,
the catalogues, the packaging, the
brochures, the trade show stands, and
the initial collection, were all created in
Sheung Wan by Michael Young Studio
(and some of which are pictured here).

This was a constant back and forth
process, evolving over many months.
The core values of the brand of
purity, innovation and health were
communicated in every aspect of
the visual identity. Which ultimately
also informed the product design.

Our integration with the factory’s
intimate knowledge of cutting edge
stainless steel, enabled us to create
a highly innovative product line for
the bathroom and kitchen, including
faucets, shower systems and bathroom accessories. A collection which
won both Red Dot and Australian
Good Design Awards in 2016.
This picture is the CNC floor of the
Jougor factory

Initial 3D printed models during
the product design process.

The design of the MY Faucet Range was
created to bring an elegant and contemporary
solution to the kitchen and bathroom. If you’ve
ever been shopping for bathroom stainless
steel faucets, you’ll know how cluttered the
market seems to be with low quality objects, all
using the exact same internal cartridges.

The opportunity to work outside the
traditional boundaries, directly with
the factory, for a new brand, whose
commitment to quality and innovation
reflect our eye for detail, laid a solid
foundation for the sophisticated series
that suits contract and domestic markets.

For more information check out:
www.jougor.com

Kitchen mixer faucet.

Part Two.
News From The Studio.

A breath of fresh air.
This year, we’ve been giving the studio
identity a facelift and launched our new
website and studio name cards in May.
In fact, this very book is a reflection of
some of the new graphic initiatives from
Michael Young Studio.

The design team attends the
Bruce Lee Project launch. A
Kung Fu shoe, in cooperation
with Cappellini and Alcantara.
Maxxi Museum, Rome, Italy.
February 2016.

Highlights of al(l) Exhibition
Grand Hornu - Brussels, Belgium.
Feb - May 2016

Al(l) was a four-month long exhibition
in Belgium’s premier design museum,
The Grand Hornu. It was a reflection
of our passion to experiment, explore,
and ultimately exploit material
properties, in this case aluminium.
Showcasing 12 of the studio’s most
successful projects in aluminium, each
focused on a different production
process, from the extruded Dub
lights for eoq (below) to the
hydroformed and welded bike frames
for Giant (below right).
The exhibition was a thorough view of
the studio’s ten years in Sheung Wan
through the lens of a single material.

This was a big effort, thanks to all
involved. Particularly Curator, Maria
Cristina Didero and Marie Pok for
puling all the strings from Italy and
Belgium respectivly. The whole
team at GH, and all our clients who
contributed pieces to a milestone
exhibition.
Images. Opposite page. 2.2kg CNC
machined aluminium counter weight,
the weight of our LessThanFive
carbon fibre chair for Coalesse. Top.
Anatomy of the Chair 4A parts using
stamping, tube bending and welding
.Above: CitySpeed for Giant. Left
top. Dub for eoq. Left, Oxygen Chair
using foamed aluminium.

Highlights of...

Highlights of Metal Rock

Michaels hectic lecture schedule.

V.V Gallery. Brussels Art Week.
April 2016
Metal Rock was an exhibition during
Brussels Art Week showcasing eight
lim- ited edition items made of aluminium foam, with an anodized finish,

Top - Kindergarten class, Sydney, Australia. , March 2016
Bottom left - Maison & Object Asia, Singapore March 2016
Bottom Right - V&A Museum, London. UK, September 2015
Michael’s next lecture is at the 2016 International Symposium
On Innovative Application Of Aesthetic Plastics.
On June 24, Swisshotel Grand, Shanghai

a series of processes never combined
before. Pictured here are the Oxygen
Wall Piece and the Oxygen chair.
veerleverbakelgallery.com

Highlights from...
The studio’s downloads folders.

Clockwise from top.
San Juan Hand Net from
C.C Filson filson.com
Serif TV www.samsung.com
Nigel Cabourn Hospital Vest and
Tunic Shirt. Centre: Nigel Cabourn
Navel Dungaree. www.cabourn.com
Michaels E-Type being repainted.
Alex’s new Nike Free 3.0 nike.com
Penxo lead Pencil penxo.com
Colonial Coffee Table OW449 by
Carl Hansen carlhansen.com

Brionvega
Wear-It
2015

Part Three.
Previous Projects.

“Defining a product can be a challenge when there are so
many players in the market but the legacy of Brionvega
transcends that. I have been a fan of the brand since I
discovered design, so to be involved in this project has been
nothing short of an honour and a great pleasure”
- Michael Young.

Coalesse
LessThanFive - Carbon Fibre
2015

Giant
CitySpeed
2009 - recently reissued with belt drive.

Diamond
Coral Range
2015

EOps
Noisezero Ear buds
2010
The EOps Noisezero earbuds use eco-friendly cornstarch
bio-plastics to create the horn shaped acoustic chamber,
driver housing and in line microphone housing. By using
organic bio-plastics we not only found the perfect material
to give brilliant acoustic properties, but also a warm fuzzy
feeling produced by doing something good for the Earth.

ODM
Hacker Watch
2012

Void Watches
PXR5
2015

PXR5 was designed way back in 2004 - one of Michael’s first
projects after setting up the studio in Asia, which laid the path
for many of the design-led micro brands that exist today.
PXR5 is now produced by our friends at Void watches, who
continue to set the bar for quality independent timepieces.
www.voidwatches.com

And finally....
We finish this issue with a snap from
Michael’s Instagram: Michael and Ruben
being driven around Sydney by BEER.

For more information find us at
www.michael-young.com
Or find michaelyoungstudio on
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